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1 Data Mining
The eld of data analysis, or data mining as it is alled nowadays, is on erned with
extra ting knowledge from data. It is a new, emerging dis ipline, having its roots in
several other elds, f. [9℄. Many ideas have originated from Arti ial Intelligen e,
see for instan e [18℄. The main task in data mining is to nd hidden relationships
among data attributes and to formulate these relationships in a general understandable
manner. This general knowledge an then be applied in newly en ountered situations.
Our treatment of the subje t follows the line of [1℄, see also [11℄. We shall try to fo us
on those areas of data mining that have interesting theoreti al aspe ts; in parti ular we
do not deal with priva y issues and problems with missing or noisy data, and pra ti al
appli ations are only brie y mentioned. Statisti al methods are also not overed; we
will try to deal with data mining from the ba kground of omputer s ien e. However, it
would be very interesting to elaborate upon the onne tion between statisti al methods
and the methods mentioned in the sequel.
Data mining is seen as the key element in the so- alled knowledge dis overy in
databases (KDD). KDD is not a new te hnique. It is an interdis iplinary area in whi h
ma hine learning, statisti s, database te hnology, expert systems and data visualization
ome together. The KDD pro ess onsists of six stages: data sele tion, leaning of data,
enri hment of data (for example using external data bases), oding, data mining and
reporting. In data sele tion the data most relevant to the problem at hand is sele ted,
leaving out redundant data. In the leaning pro ess, the obvious aws in the data
are orre ted. In the oding pro ess, data is oded su h that it an be used in data
mining algorithms. In the data mining pro ess, the a tual inferen e takes pla e. In the
reporting pro ess the results are of ourse reported, usually in a visually attra tive way.
KDD is losely onne ted to an other important development whi h is alled data
warehousing. A data warehouse is a entral storage fa ility in whi h operational data is
stored. These warehouses usually ontain enormous amounts of data. This gives a new
view on information management. The ombination of KDD and data warehousing
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allows ompanies to use the knowledge hidden in the data as a produ tion fa tor,
instead of just support for their operations. A usual problem in the eld of data mining
is that the ombination of databases (often alled \data fusion") is not straightforward;
a typi al example is a situation where individual ustomer data have to be related to
statisti al data. In su h a situation traditional database te hniques, e.g., SQL queries,
are learly not suÆ ient. Data mining and query tools are omplementary instruments.
Data mining does not repla e query tools. Data mining looks for hidden and unexpe ted
information, for example \what is an optimal segmentation of the ustomers" (i.e., nd
ustomer pro les). Sometimes the questions are rather vague: what are the trends in
ustomer behavior?
Often data mining te hniques are integrated in software pa kages (\embedded data
mining"). As an example, one an envisage a sales-system in whi h automati ally proles of ustomers are derived (e.g., [13℄) or a nan ial administration in whi h ertain
kinds of frauds are dete ted. It is also lear that many Internet appli ations will ontain
data mining algorithms, and in these situations response times should be as short as
possible.
Why has data mining be ome so popular? All major organizations have reated
large data bases about ustomers, ompetitors and produ ts. The in reased amount of
omputing power, omputer memory and onne tivity (for example through the Internet) makes it easier to onne t di erent databases and to manipulate them. Many new
te hniques have been proposed to deal with the information in an adaptive way (like
indu tive logi programming, neural networks and geneti algorithms). With lientserver te hnology many more users have a ess to data bases. For example marketing
managers now also want to use the opportunities.
As a simpli ed example of a data mining appli ation, we try to relate the gender
of a person to other attributes based on the following data:
ase-id
ase1
ase2
...
aseN

shoe-size eye- olor
42
blue
43
brown
...
...
36
blue

...
...
...
...
...

height
182
179
...
169

gender
M
M
.
F

Figure 1: Example: A very simple database
Data analysis an result in the on lusion that \eye- olor" is irrelevant with respe t to
a persons gender, but the following general rule might hold (at least in the presently
given data set):
IF shoe-size is small AND height is low THEN gender is F
In other words, and the other way around, women are short and have small feet. This
pie e of knowledge an be applied for predi tion, i.e., if a person is des ribed in terms
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of those attributes that are used in the above table, but his/her gender is not known,
our rule will be able to give a well-edu ated guess.
Marketing is based on edu ated guesses. For instan e, before laun hing a dire t
mail ampaign for a new produ t a sele tion of promising prospe ts should be made.
Typi ally, histori al data on former ampaigns are available and the expe ted response
for the new ampaign is guessed using these data. In parti ular, a general rule an
be reated that relates pro le attributes (age, nan ial situation et etera) to observed
response behavior (did or did not respond). This rule an then be applied to predi t
response behavior in the new ampaign. It is lear that the quality of the predi tion
rule is of utmost importan e.
There are several te hniques that an extra t knowledge from data in the form of
general rules. Although these te hniques an di er substantially, they all work along
the following lines:
1. Colle t histori al data that ontain pro le attributes and also attributes to be
predi ted.
2. Divide histori al data into two parts: training data and validation data.
3. Apply the given te hnique to the training data in order to generate a general rule
that relates pro le attributes to attributes to be predi ted.
4. Apply the generated rule to the validation data and ompare the rule's predi tions
to the a tual values of the attributes to be predi ted.
Due to possible in onsisten ies and in ompleteness of the data and the omplex hara ter of the relationships between attributes, rules will typi ally be only partially orre t,
even on the training data. A rule's performan e on the validation data an be even
lower, sin e these data are \new" to the rule. Nevertheless, it is exa tly the performan e
on the validation data that tells the quality of a rule: if it generalizes to unknown data,
it an be applied in new situations.
Within the data mining te hniques there is a group of relatively simple general
appli able pattern re ognition te hniques in luding indu tion of de ision trees, neural networks and geneti algorithms. Di erent data mining te hniques are typi ally
ompared a ording to a number of features:
1. EÆ ien y. The amount of omputational e ort needed to obtain a good generalization of the data, i.e., a general rule.
2. E e tivity. The quality of the general rule in terms of its performan e on unknown
data.
3. Interpretability of the out ome. Te hniques di er in their \language". The nal
out ome (the rule) has a spe i form, whi h might or might not be readable to
humans. Te hni ally this makes little di eren e, but in pra ti e human approval
of a rule (based on experien e, intuition, ommon sense et etera) is desirable for
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appli ation in a business environment. In the light of O am's razor, simpli ity
of the rule is also desirable. Visualization of the out ome an be a problem in its
own.

2 Te hniques Used in Data Mining
In this se tion we brie y des ribe some of the te hniques that are frequently used in
data mining.
2.1

Asso iation Rules

Dis overy of asso iation rules (see [2℄) is an interesting sub eld of database mining.
Asso iation rules simply try to nd asso iations or orrelations between various attributes in a data base. One might think of items that are pur hased together in a
supermarket. This may lead to asso iation rules like \beer
hips (93%)". This rule
indi ates that, if beer is bought, hips are bought with a 93% ertainty. In this setting
93% is alled the on den e of the rule. Besides the on den e the so- alled support is
important: this is the number of people satisfying the rule. It is easy to nd rules with
high on den e, but with poor support. It is one of the tri ks of the trade to dis over
rules with both suÆ iently high on den e and support.
The use of asso iation rules is obvious: they an be used for promotions, store layout,
advertising, and so on. Besides supermarkets, there are numerous other appli ations of
asso iation rules. Finding asso iation rules is not as trivial as it may seem, be ause the
number of possible ombinations of attributes grows exponentially with the number of
elds in the database, whereas the number of ustomers or transa tions may be very
large.
In [2℄ the Apriori algorithm is presented, whi h is the basis for many algorithms
in this area. This algorithm pro eeds as follows. Suppose we have a lexi ographi ally
ordered set of all \frequent k-itemsets". A frequent k-itemset is an ordered set of k
produ ts with support higher than or equal to some minimum support, the so- alled
support threshold. The fa t that every k element subset of a frequent (k + 1)-itemset
is a frequent k-itemset, justi es the following argument. If we want to nd all frequent
(k +1)-itemsets, it is suÆ ient to look at pairs of two frequent k-itemsets that only di er
in the last produ t; the union of these two sets is a andidate, whi h an be pruned
if not all its k element subsets are frequent. Now the andidate is passed through
the database, thereby omputing its support, and either a epted or refused. Noti e
that the lexi ographi ordering of the frequent k-itemsets fa ilitates the generation of
andidates; in parti ular, every andidate is generated only on e.
In the beginning mu h attention was given to details on erning the data stru tures
that supported the algorithm, in parti ular in order to minimize the number of memory
a esses. Later|when larger and faster memories be ame available|attention shifted
to redu tion of database passes and to generalized problems, e.g., nding asso iation

)
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rules in taxonomies ([19℄), dete tion of e onomi ally interesting features ([8℄) and lustering ([12℄). This lead to rules like \beer
food" or \the best 100-produ t shop is:
. . . " or \the se ond most signi ant group onsists of people who . . . ".

)

2.2

K -Nearest-Neighbor

K -Nearest-Neighbor is a te hnique that is well-suited for

lassi ation. It works as
follows. Suppose we have a large database of lassi ed subje ts, e.g., redit- ard users
that have been lassi ed as being fraudulent or non-fraudulent. This lassi ation was
made by observation. Ea h subje t is des ribed by a number of independent attributes,
e.g., zip- ode, age, profession, and so on. If a new subje t omes in that is not yet
lassi ed, we look for the lassi ed subje ts in the database that are very similar to
the new subje t. Then we an make a lassi ation predi tion by assigning the new
subje t to the lass that o urs most frequent in its \neighborhood", onsisting of the
K nearest subje ts. In the example: if we want to predi t whether a person is fraudulent
or not, we look at the persons most similar to him/her with respe t to zip- ode, age,
profession, and so on. If \fraudulent" o urs often among those \neighbors", we lassify
the new person as \fraudulent", otherwise as \non-fraudulent". It is of ourse a diÆ ult
task to develop a suited distan e fun tion. More information an be found in [7℄.
2.3

De ision Trees

De ision trees an also be used for lassi ation. They make a hierar hi division of
the input spa e in order to explain the observed lassi ation. This results in a number
of if-then-else rules that an be organized in a tree stru ture. Generally, the resulting
lassi ation rules are relatively easy to understand.
The best known algorithm is Quinlan's C4.5 (its prede essor ID3 is also famous),
see [17℄. The algorithm onstru ts a de ision tree by repeatedly adding the best nodes
using ideas from information theory (su h as entropy). The most dis riminating nodes
(questions) are privileged.
2.4

Neural Networks

During the last de ade, neural networks have gained a lot of popularity. Although the
use of neural networks is new to a lot of appli ation areas, the rst neural network was
already developed in 1958 by Frank Rosenblatt. This network was alled the per eptron.
After a period of silen e, neural networks were made popular again by David Rumelhart
and James M Lelland in the mid 80's.
Generally speaking we an say that neural networks are autonomous parallel distributed information pro essing systems inspired by the human brain. They onsist
of inter onne ted simple pro essing elements alled neurons, ommuni ating with one
another via weighted onne tions. These neurons are s hemati and simpli ed versions
of biologi al neurons. A single neuron is depi ted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A single neuron. The arrows represent onne tions.
Although a single neuron an only perform a very simple task (like adding all the
inputs and outputting a 1 if a ertain threshold is ex eeded, a 0 if it is not), a whole
network of su h neurons is able to perform omplex tasks.
Many di erent types of neural networks exist. There are types that an be used
to nd hidden stru ture in data, types that an be used for fore asting, lustering,
et etera. As a non-te hni al introdu tion to neural omputation we re ommend [6℄.
Ex ellent te hni al introdu tions are [7℄ and [10℄.
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Figure 3: A typi al feedforward neural network.
In Figure 3, a hypotheti al and simpli ed example of a neural network appli ation in
a medi al diagnosis system is given. This gure depi ts a two layer feedforward neural
network (a ertain type of network). The input neurons are represented by small grey
ir les. The hidden and output neurons are represented by white ir les. The arrows
that onne t the units in the di erent layers represent onne tions among the units.
The dire tion of an arrow is the dire tion in whi h a signal is propagated through
the network. Usually the ba kpropagation algorithm is used to update the weights of
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the onne tions during the training phase: the di eren es between expe ted and real
outputs are propagated ba k from output to input layer, meanwhile pushing weights
in the preferred dire tions.
This neural network an now be used to determine whether somebody su ers from
tuber ulosis (TB) or the u by inputting the observed symptoms. The network then
outputs a 1 on the tuber ulosis neuron if the patient su ers from TB, a 0 on the
tuber ulosis neuron if the patient does not su er from TB, a 1 on the u neuron if the
patient su ers from the u, and a 0 on the u neuron if the patient does not su er
from the u. A orre t output, however, an only be obtained from the neural network
after it has seen a number of examples. In this ase these examples are a number of
patients with known diagnosis. The neural network is then able to adapt itself to give
a orre t lassi ation on new patients. Neural networks are in general able to adapt
themselves to numerous lassi ation and regression tasks.
2.5

Evolutionary Computation

Evolutionary omputation is based on the prin iple of Darwinian evolution. In parti ular, a population of individuals is evolved by reprodu tion and sele tion. Reprodu tion
takes pla e by means of re ombination, where a new individual is reated by mixing the
features of two existing individuals, and mutation, where a new individual is reated
by slightly modifying one existing individual. Applying reprodu tion in reases the diversity of the population. Sele tion is to redu e the population diversity by eliminating
ertain individuals. To have this me hanism work, it is required that a quality measure,
alled tness, of the individuals is given. If reprodu tion is applied to the best individuals (mating of the ttest prin iple) and sele tion eliminates the worst individuals
(survival of the ttest prin iple), then on the long run the population will onsist of
individuals having high tness values|the population is evolving. An overview of the
eld an be found in [3℄.
It is easy to see how this me hanism an be applied to problem solving. The de nition of a given problem always spe i es the set of possible solutions, e.g., all possible
predi tion rules. Clearly, possible solutions di er in quality, e.g., some rules perform
better on the data set than others. If a possible solution is viewed as an individual,
then we an de ne its tness as its quality with respe t to the riteria in the given
problem, e.g., the tness of a predi tion rule an be the per entage of orre t predi tions on the given data|the higher the better. The only thing one has to do in order
to solve the given problem in an evolutionary manner is to de ne how individuals are
reprodu ed (re ombined and mutated) and spe ify how sele tion works. Typi ally, both
reprodu tion and sele tion are probabilisti me hanisms, meaning that they are subje ts to random e e ts. For instan e, sele tion of surviving individuals is random, but
individuals with a higher tness have a higher probability of being sele ted to survive
in the next generation. There are two remarks to be made on evolutionary problem
solving methods. First, that a(n optimal) solution annot be guaranteed with full ertainty be ause of the probabilisti hara ter of the evolutionary pro ess. Conse utive
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generations, however, ontain better and better individuals and the pro ess an be terminated when a solution of suÆ ient quality has emerged. Se ond, that the evolution
me hanism is fully problem independent: it an be applied to evolve predi tion rules,
optimal vehi le routes, or game playing strategies (see [15℄). Pra ti al appli ations in
management span a wide range of areas in luding trade, nan ial servi es, marketing,
or strategi planning, f. [5℄.
2.6

Indu tive Logi

Programming

The general aim of Indu tive Logi Programming (ILP) is to develop theories, te hniques and appli ations of indu tive learning from observations and ba kground knowledge in a rst order logi al framework. ILP systems use ba kground knowledge (or
domain knowledge) and data to derive a hypothesis, in the form of a set of rules, from
the data. The referen es [18℄ and [14℄ an be used as an introdu tions to this subje t.
Several ILP systems are operational (e.g., FOIL, LINUS, GOLEM that are des ribed in [14℄); the language of hoi e is often PROLOG. They have been used for
various data analysis tasks, for example analysis of datasets from mole ular biology
and the pro essing of natural language datasets.
2.7

Fuzzy Logi

and Rough Sets

As is already lear in the Example in Se tion 1, notions su h as height may be pre ise,
but they sometimes should be ategorized in terms like \low", \medium" and \high".
We then enter the eld of Fuzzy Logi , where set membership is no longer Boolean: it
may assume real values between 0 and 1. This happens to be a situation that o urs
quite often in data mining appli ations. In [4℄ a short overview of the eld an be found.
In Rough Set theory ( f. [16℄) a similar viewpoint is taken. Elements that ertainly
do or do not belong to a given set determine approximations to this set. Both Fuzzy
Logi and Rough Sets inspired many data mining appli ations, and an be used alongside other methods.

3 Summary
Let us on lude with some remarks on the hara ter of these te hniques. As for the
appli ability to data mining the following should be mentioned. All te hniques are
dire tly appli able to ma hine learning tasks in general, and to data mining problems
in parti ular. As mentioned in Se tion 1, methods an be ompared a ording to three
riteria, eÆ ien y, e e tivity and interpretability of the out omes. As for eÆ ien y,
evolutionary and neuro omputation te hniques and indu tive logi programming may
require long run times, ranging from a ouple of minutes to a few hours. This however is
not ne essarily a problem. Namely, the long running times are needed to nd a solution
to a data mining problem, but on e a solution is dete ted, applying su h a solution in
8

a new situation an be done fast. Con erning the issue of e e tivity, we an generally
state that the more ompli ated te hniques (like neural networks) give the best results.
However, this is situation dependent and one has to take the time/quality tradeo
into a ount. Con erning interpretability of the results, one an say that the simple
te hniques are generally the easiest to interpret.
As already mentioned in Se tion 1, we have not dis ussed statisti al methods su h
as regression and Multi Dimensional S aling. In all pra ti al situations it is important
to use these well-founded and extensively studied methods, in parti ular sin e they are
often easy to handle and quite fast. They have as another advantage that they usually
also o er reliability bounds on their results.
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